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where

Use of Time-Delay Actions in the Controller Design
provided that the various inverses exist. The coefficient matrix of (14)
defines the general hybridmatrix of the n-port network as shown in Fig.
2. Comparing this coefficient matrix with (3,we can make the following
identifications:
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From (6) the return difference matrix is found to be

where

A
s
lo, as can be seen horn (12), by setting V,=O and Z2=0 we have

The coefficientmatrix of (19) is precisely the hybridmatrix looking into
the p ports of N1when all the independent current sources are opencircuited and all the independent voltagesources are short-circuited.
In the particular situation where X denotes the admittance matrix of
thep-port network N2, the return differencematrix becomes

where Y is the admittance matrix facing the p-port networkN2 in Fig. 2
with VI =O and Z2=0. The matrix Y+ X represents the total admittance
matrix lookingintothejunctions
of the p-port network N2 and the
multiport network N,.This is therefore a direct generalization of the
scalar return difference with respectto a one-port admittancex, which is
equal to the ratio of the total admittance looking into the node pair
where x is connected to the admittancey thatx faces, as indicated in (9).
A similar interpretation can be made if X denotes the impedance matrix
of thep-portnetwork N2.In this case, thereturndifference matrix
becomes

F(x)=Z-'(Z+x)

~CRODUCTION

The time-delay,whenappropriatelyincorporated
in thecontroller,
may improve the performance of the controlled system. Several reports
are available on positive uses of the timedelay actions in the controller
design. Tallman and Smith [l] and Rubin [2] have shownthat a secondorder lightly damped oscillatory system can be controlled to produce a
deadbeatnonoscillatory
response by a controllerwith
timdhy.
Choksy [3] briefly explained that an unstable linear timeinvariant system can be made stable by introducing a delayed feedback For the
control of processes with inherent time-delays, Smith
[4] suggested thata
controller with minor-loop feedback, the so-called Smith's linear predie
tor, be used.This scheme utilizes the action of the time-delay, the length
of which is equal to the plant itself. Gilchrist [5] has used timedelay
actions to construct the exact state vectors from the output. In [q,we
suggested a new kind of controller utilizing proportional minus delay
actions, and showed that the output performance ofa controlled process
with the suggested controller is similar to those of controlled processes
withproportionalplusderivative
(PD) controller,but is superior in
responding to nohlike disturbances.
In this note, it is reported that the timedelay action may be used in
thedesign of feedbackcontrollerswitha
fast settling-timeproperty.
When the proportionalminus delay action is appropriately incorporated
in the feedback path for compensation,it is shown that the performance
of the resulting control system is definitely better than those systems
employingtheconventional,optimallyadjusted,proportional-plus
ds
rivative scheme. In our investigation, a typical second-order system is
taken as a controlled plant and the step responses for the conventional
and the suggested schemesare compared with regard to the well-known
ITAE-idex. Further, for practical use, a rule of thumb for near-optimallysettingthe
proportional minus delaycontroller in an arbitrary
secondader system is provided.
In the sequel, the abbreviations PD, PMD, and ITAE w
listand for
the proportional plus derivative, the proportiod minus delay and the
integral of the time multiplied by the absolute error, respectively.

(21)

where 2 is the impedance matrix facing thep-port network N2in Fig. 2
with V,=O and Z2=0.
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It is found, however, that when the feedback
compensator is imple
mented by means of the PMD-action, the performance of the closedloop system can be better than that of the system which employs the
conventionalPD-action. Specifically, when thefeedbackcompensator
H(s) is designed to be

and when the parameters h and k are chosen in a suitable m
a
n
n
e
r
,the
system reveals a quickersettling-time
property. In terms of the ITAE index,theproposed
control system
attains considerably less index value than the conventional one. This is
specifically illustrated in the following example.
Exumpie I: Let the dynamics of the controlled system G,(s) be given
bY

t

step response of theresulting

G,(s)=

Id
s(s +2)

and suppose the unit step input r(t) is applied to the initially relaxed
system. When a conventional PD-action is used in the feedback compensator, the optimum design of H(s) is easily computed as H(s)= 1
0.12s. In this case, the computed ITA€! value is equal to 1 9 . 4 ~

+

Fi&

1. (a) System blodr diagram and @) stcp input

Now, when the PMD-action feedbackcompemator of the form given by
(3) is used forthe control system, and the parameters h and k are
adjusted untiltheminimum ITAE is obtained, it is found that the
optimum values of h and k are 0.082 and 0.104, respectively, that is,

rrspomres.

11. DBsImr OF FBBDBACK COMPENSATOR v u P M D . A ~ O N

H ( ~ ) = 1 + 1 . 2 6 8 3 ( 1 - e - ~ ~ ~ )' ,

A. Background

Consider thesecond-ordexplantwhosedynamics
following traasfer-functim:

is givenby

the

When the conventional PD-action compensatorof the formH(s)= 1 +ks
is used in the feedback path as shown in Fig. l(a), the o v d transferfunction becomes

0

for whichthe ITAE is 1OX
For comparison, the step responses of
the system equippedwithoptimally adjusted PD-action compensator
and that of the optimally adjustedPMD-action compensator are plotted
in Fig. 10). These plots and the ITAE indexes shownabove suggest that
the PMD-action compensator is defnitely better than the conventional
PD scheme. In addition, the system using PMD-action should be less
sensitive to high-frequency disturbancesas reported in 161.It is remarked
that the optimum values of h and k in (5) are found by an iterative
method and with the aid of the map of contours of ITAE as shown in
Fig. 2.
B. Determining optimton Parameters for PMD-Action
Compensators: A Rule of Thumb

where t=(o+ k&/%,,. It is well known [71 that when k is adjusted in
such a way that the system damping ratio 5 is 0.7, then theITAE index is
It is also observed that, for the second-order system (11 the
Paaction H(s)= 1+ ks is a state-feedback action, and in modem control theory [ I l l the system with t ~ 0 . is
7 an optimal control system in
the sense that the state feedback gain was determined to
a
quadratic cost of the type

mn
im
i um.

Inthissection,itisreportedtha~toacertainextent,adesignrulecan
be given for detedning optimum parameters of the PMD-action compensators for aclass of seumd-order dynamics systems.
As is well known [8l,the dynamicsystem with a t i m d l a y element in
the feedback path is an infintedimensional system, containing M i t e
poles. In general, any analfical treatment ofsuch a system seems rather
difficult, especially when thesystem needs to be optimally designed. Our
approach is to examine data on the optimumparameters of PhfD-action
compensators for various second-order plants, and find a simple rela-
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TABLE I

tionship, if any, between the parameters of the plant and the compensator.
We assumethat the plant to be controlled is d e s c r i i by (1) while the
feedback compensator to be designed has the transfer function of (3). In
this case, the overall transfer function of the control system is

Examining data obtained by extensive digital computer simulations,we
have found that there existsa strong and simple correlation betweenthe
plant parameter u/% and the compensator parameters k and h. To be
specific, let us first use the relation exp(-sh)=lim,,,(l-h/N)”’
to
approximate the delay operator exp( - hs) [9] as

exp(-h.s)=l-hr+-

h2sZ
4 ‘

Then, the transfer functionof (5)may be approximated as

t-

u2

compensator are determined as
or

1

k=-(l.2-0.8(a/oo))
00

h = - [1
where the parameters A and Go are defined by the relations
&&=-

a + kw:
k&
4

4

1

((0.6+0.l(a/~~)}~
(llb)
((0.085(a/00)+0.68}2

.

Equation (11) is what we like to suggest as a practical design rule in
determining the parameters of a PMD-action compensator (3) for the
given plant dynamics (1) with O<u/oo< 1.3. To show the validity,
ITAE indexes for various compensation schemes are plotted in Fig. 3
against the plant parameters. As is obvious from this graph, the compensator which is designed by the rule of (11) would be better than the
corresponding PD-action type in the sense of ITAE.
For various values of the system parameteru, the optimum values of the
It is particularly interesting to examine the root-lociof the closed-loop
compensators h and k were found by thesameiterativemethod
as system. In Fig. 4, the root-loci of the system (4) for variable k and the
described in Section 11-A. These data are arranged in Table I in terms of closed-loop poles for the optimum parameter k*=O.lW are sketched.
X and I# where the parameterI# is defined by the relation
The parameter h is fixed as h* =0.082 When the three dominant poles
pw p , . and p z in Fig. 4 are used to approximate the system (4) with the
2+u0= u + kc.$.
(94
optimalPMD-actioncompensatorbyathird-order
ordinary linear
model, the performancm are found to be very close to each other. Note
We found that there exist approximatelyhear relations between a/@,,,
4, and A. To a certainextent, these relations between 4,A, and a/% can that theclosed-looppole configuration of p , p,, and p 2 cannot be
obtained by any PD-action feedback compensation, which partly exbe modeled as
plains the performance feature revealed in Fig. I@). Also observe that
$=0.6+0.l(u/u,,)
(loa) the closed-loop system with the PMD-action compensator is conditionA=0.085(o/wo) +0.68.
(IOb) ally stable with the stable range O<k< 0.633. The root-loci in Fig. 4 is
obtained by employing a techuique similar to Pan and Chao’s method
From (9) and (IO), the parameters h and k of the feedback PMD-action [ 101.
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I.

If the dynamics of the controlled processare given in a general form

then a PMD-action compensator with the transfer-function of the form

(3)'
can be used in place of (3).

III.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

It was shown that the PMD-action compensator for a second-order
system was better than the conventional PD-typewhen the performance
were compared in terms of the ITAE index values and a simple design
rule was provided as (11). This rule (11) can be further improved by
modeling the obtained data in Table I via piecewise linear lines.In fact,
instead of (1 I), the following relationshipmay be used as a design a rule
to obtain an improvement in the range of 1< a / % < 1.4.
h*= (8
:0(

$r+74),

O<

:)),
L(1.05-0.65( $)),
L(1.2-0.8(

:

< 1.4

In the design of sampling data feedback control system, sampling
period has great influenceon control effects. If the sampling period can
be set to several different valuesor it can be set arbitrarily then it can be
adjusted so that it minimim some performance index of the control
system.Sawaragi et oL [l] discussedsuch a problemusing fmt- and
semnd-orders servo systems and they showed that a nonzero optimal
sampling period existswhich minimim integrated square error. This
correspondence partially extends the
results to multivariable system and
shows that the overshoot of the response sometimes tends to infinity as
the sampling period tends to zero provided that the assigned poles are
constant. This suggests that an optimal sampling period, which is not
zero, exists in designing deadbeat controllers.
IL STATEMENTSOF PROBLEMS
For a controllable single input timeinvariant system
i(t)=Ax(t)+bu(t),

y(:)=cx(t):

t>o,

A(nXn),b(nXl),c(lxn),

x(0)=xo

(1)

assume that the control input u(t) is given by a piecearise constant state
feedback
u(t)= -j(p)x(t,_&

2 <1

O<

INTRODUCTION

(2)

ti_,<t<ti

WO

1<

wo < 1.4.
0

where ti = ti- I + p and p is a constant sampling period.
If x(ti) and y(t,) are represented by and yi, respectively, the closed
loop system is expressed by a sampled data feedback system

For dynamic systemsof third or higher order, the design of a compensator using PMD-action can be &ne but it seems that a general rulefor an
optimum compensatormay be obtained only after extensive search.

Xi=[F(P)-g(pll(P)lxt-~,
xO=X(O),

Yi=c+:

i=1,2,3,**.

(3)

where F(p) and g(p) are given by
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J=

2 yf

(6)

i-0

can be represented by

51-60, 1 9 6 4 .

J=

gLx,

(7)

where L satisfies

Eo
00

A Relation Between Overshoot and Sampling Period
in Sampled Data Feedback Control Systems

L=

{ [ F ( P ) -6"(Plf(P)lkl ' c =cr,F(P)- g ( p l f ( p ) l k

(8)

provided that the system (3) is asymptotically stable [2]. Further, L is a
positive definite matrix if [c,F(p)-g(p)f(p)] is observable.
In the sequel,we discuss the behaviorof J when the sampling periodp
tends to zero under a condition

TSUTOMU "T'A

ri(p)=ri=constant and lril<l,
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(i=l-n).

(9)

Such a problem, for example, occurs in discussing control effects of
deadbeat controllers and indetermining an optimalsampling period
since, for this controller, r, (i= 1-n) are fmed to zero. Usually we guess
that J 4 asp+O, however, J-oo asp+O is true except in some special
cases, and this suggests that an optimal sampling period exists whichis
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